
Step 1
HOMEWORK

Take out Reading Response #1

Step 2
Notes heading

Write down title & date.

Chapters 1-3

A Day: 4/11/16

B Day: 4/12/16

Step 3
Start the Welcome
Work

Journal #22: Initial Reaction    
What is your initial reaction to the first three 
chapters of the novel? Make specific references 
to support your thoughts.

Song of the day: 



Journal #24                                                 4/6/1650 Grammar Check: Confused Words
Accept or Except?
1. The club will ____________________ all donations.
2. Everyone was invited to the party ____________________ 
Pam.
3. I will ____________________ your offer.
4. All of the girls ____________________ Christina may line up 
now.
5. Will you ____________________ this gift from me?

Its or It’s?
1. It looks like ____________________ raining again.
2. She was very pleased with ____________________ color.
3. ____________________ fur was brown and white.
4. ____________________ a beautiful, sunny day!
5. After a month, ____________________ leg finally healed.

Your or You’re
1. ____________________ mother is pretty, and she is a good 
cook!
2. Did you say ____________________ staying home today?
3. ____________________ Henry Cook, aren’t you?
4. Why aren’t you in ____________________ room?
5. ____________________ birthday is April 3, isn’t it?

Affect or Effect?
1What was the _________________________ of his promotion?

2His decision _________________________ everyone here. 

3How does the sun _____________ your mood?
4The critics greatly _________________________ 
his thinking.
5That book had a major _________________________ on his life.

Glue this in!
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READING CHECK!

• Chapters 1-3
• Extra Credit is ALL or nothing!



Lit Circles Share your responses

• After you share your responses, complete post-its for 
devices/thematic topics in these chapters.

Irony

“Quotation” (Remarque ____)

Explanation

Thematic Topic

“Quotation” (Remarque ____)

Explanation

Symbolism

“Quotation” (Remarque ____)

Explanation



HOMEWORK: A Day

• Due Thursday, 4/14
• Read Chapters 4 & 5 



HOMEWORK: B Day

• Due Friday, 4/15
• Read Chapters 4 & 5 


